Synthesis and physicochemical characteristics of a liver-targeted conjugate of fluorodeoxyuridine monophosphate with lactosaminated human albumin.
In previous experiments fluorodeoxyuridine monophosphate (FUdRMP) was conjugated with lactosaminated human albumin (L-HSA). Fluorodeoxyuridine (FUdR) is an anticancer agent and L-HSA is a hepatotropic carrier of drugs obtained by the covalent linkage of lactose residues to the albumin molecule. The conjugate was synthesised via the imidazolide of FUdRMP at alkaline pH. Peripheral venous administration of L-HSA-FUdRMP produced enhanced FUdR levels in hepatic blood and might accomplish a non-invasive loco-regional chemotherapy of liver micrometastases. In the present paper some physicochemical characteristics of L-HSA-FUdRMP are reported. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis indicated that the coupling reaction did not cause covalent aggregation of the L-HSA molecules. 31P NMR spectra of the conjugate showed that FUdRMP was linked to L-HSA by phosphoamide bonds to lysine and histidine residues, and the area of the peak due to the lysine bond represented more than 80% of the spectrum of L-HSA-FUdRMP. MALDI analysis revealed a partial degradation of the peptide backbone of the conjugate which could not be detected using other methods of analysis. The degradation was not caused by the coupling of lactose molecules to albumin, but rather a consequence of FUdRMP conjugation with L-HSA. This fragmentation was dependent on the pH of the medium used for the FUdRMP coupling reaction. By decreasing the pH to 7.5, conjugates were obtained with a lower drug load but with a substantially reduced fragmentation, which should be preferred for a clinical use of L-HSA-FUdRMP.